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Most of the speed reading programs on the market now are designed for learning only. Most contain
various exercises, but they don't explain the theory of speed reading. Many users are confused and can't

tell when or how to use the program. So we have made Magic speed reading, the only speed reading
program that was designed for teaching people to read fast. Magic speed reading provides very useful
information for people to learn speed reading. Features: - See the illustrations for each exercise in the
book. - See the text after each exercise. - Practice with easy-to-understand exercises. - Make sure you
understand the exercises before moving on to the next level. - Understand the underlying principles of
speed reading. - Do not waste time on theory, just go to the next level and practice immediately. - The
first four levels have their own books. - See how to speed up your reading. - The book gives you 5 new
exercises every 3 levels. - Choose your own level. - The book has 50 exercises in 10 books. - It takes 20
to 30 minutes for a beginner to understand the 20 principles. - The book will help you read any book at
any speed. - The author of the book gives all the instructions at the time when the book was written. -
Comments on the book is also provided by top speed reading instructors. - Magic speed reading is the
only speed reading program that has a text (book) of its own. - See the illustrations of speed reading. -
See the exercises on speed reading. - Understand the underlying principles of speed reading. - Practice
the easiest level first and then move to the harder levels. - Real world speed reading examples to help
you understand. - A picture book of self-hypnosis relaxation exercises helps you to relax and sleep. -
Learn why speed reading is good for you. - The fastest speed is called visual reading rate. - If you can

learn to read under this rate, you will have little difficulty reading any book. - Several real examples that
show the principles of speed reading in real life. - Learn to listen to the text and concentrate on one
subject at the same time The software helps you increase your facility for fast reading. You needn't
practice special exercises; it is enough just to read. Habitually returning to what is already read, that

usually decreases the speed of reading, no longer happens. Reading each word individually
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You make big letters & small letters. You read 3 lines in a row. You make multiple choice. You read
line 2 first & line 3 next. You read one word, one sentence, one paragraph. You read by short lines. You
read badly. You read with missing words. You read as if you stand in front of a book. You skip words.
You look for answer first. You look at the first few words of the sentences & paragraphs. You look for

structure. You look for words that sound close together. You make a sentence out of the paragraphs.
You look for a word in the paragraph that has something to do with the word that you are looking for.

You read out loud. You read without mistakes. You skip difficult words. You make mistakes. You
count words in sentences. You look for 2 or 3 words in a paragraph. You look for a sentence structure
that makes sense. You study grammar. You look for the words that are important in the sentence. You
go back & read the paragraph for the 1st time. You look for the words that the sentence start with. You
study the links between the sentences. You read by vowels. You read by sound. You read by syllables.

You read by words. You read by letter. You look for identical words in the sentence. You read at a slow
speed. You read backwards. You read by paragraphs. You add the word order. You add the

punctuation. You ignore the spaces between sentences. You look for a title. You read by chapters. You
look for one word that stands for the word you are looking for. You look for single words. You stop
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after 10 words. You read faster. You stop after 20 words. You look for the author's name. You read
randomly. You read by paragraphs. You look for the word you want and you read another word as long
as the word you want is in the sentence. You make sentences that are not related. You read faster. You
read slowly. You skip a few words. You read a word that you only half-know. You look for a word that
is closest. You make words out of letters. You look for a word that you don't understand. You make a
word that you know as a word. You look for a word that is as close as possible to the word you want.

You look for a large number of words in the same sentence. You look for a word that has something to
do with the word that you are looking for. 09e8f5149f
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Magic Speedreading 

Speed reading - written just for not to be scanned, so you can absorb the information without the need
to concentrate. You have always wanted, and now you have the chance. Deliver the most of your
studying habits. The speed reading will help you to see most of the new knowledge, and to retain it for
later use. Reading speed helps to learn new words and improved vocabularies. Choose "Speed Reading"
and you will learn how to read quickly and systematically. Train the brain, just to read the text. This
software not only helps you to read faster, but to read better. Speed reading software has a multi-
disciplinary approach to reading speed, because not only you will be able to read faster, but you will
also be able to understand your words more precisely. Here you will find real speed reading strategies in
order to easily learn reading at high speeds. Speed Reading (The "Speed Reading Is Not Magic"
software) is one of the most popular speed reading software on the market. Speed reading is the art of
reading as fast as possible without sacrificing the ability to understand and remember the read
information. By the way, the "Speed Reading Is Not Magic" software help you to improve your
facilities of speed reading. The "Speed Reading Is Not Magic" software delivers a number of different
computerized trainings. You can learn to quickly read written text and you will also learn to understand
the information and to retain it. By studying with "Speed Reading Is Not Magic" you will be able to
increase your reading speed without wasting time to practice special techniques. The software program
can help you improve your skills of speed reading and you do not need to do any special exercises. The
"Speed Reading Is Not Magic" program also includes 15 different computerized training techniques.
Visit www.ababasoft.com for more information.Frits Schuitema Frits Meindert Schuitema (15
November 1912 in Heeze – 21 June 1993) was a Dutch rower. He competed at the 1936 Summer
Olympics in Berlin with the men's eight where they were eliminated in the round one heat. References
Category:1912 births Category:1993 deaths Category:Dutch male rowers Category:Olympic rowers of
the Netherlands Category:Rowers at the 1936 Summer Olympics Category:People from GelderlandQ:
Do I need to free a int4pid struct? I

What's New in the Magic Speedreading?

Learn to Read Fast Like a Computer. No English Language Skills are Needed! No Slowing! No
Practice! No Speedup! No Speeddown! Only the Computer is Rewarding You! Improve Your
Vocabulary! Use the words You Learn in the 100+ Vocabulary Lists! Improve Your Memory! Use the
100 Word Lists! Become a Master at Opening the Rear Window. Unlock the Power of Your
Visibilbity. Cutting the Price from Words That You Do Not Know! Slow Yourself Down! Dive into a
New Language! Reach the Highest Level in Learning a Language. You know how hard was it for you to
learn English? I wish you the same success I had! Use my suggestions and watch your English
vocabulary expand as you speed read the text. Speedreading Combines the Benefits of Reading and
Vocabulary Training. - Reads the text faster and easier - Improves the vocabulary - improves
pronunciation - shortens the time necessary to learn a language - includes online lessons and study -
High quality of the text, easy to understand - Written in clear and legible English - Readable by all -
Ideal for all ages - Can be used daily or in a study program - Fits on any platform - Suitable for all types
of hardware - Best for native English speakers The benefits of Speed Reading can be demonstrated in
just one very short exercise: A reader of English, who reads a page of text with normal speed, can read
96% of letters of a page in the time it takes a student of English to read 75% of them. That is, the latter
student has to reread 74% of the letters of a page in order to achieve the same speed as the former.
"When I was a child I had a fairy who used to tell me, "Read Slow, Study Fast." I am very grateful to
her, because I always read exactly as fast as I can and I do not have to know what is written. I do not
know the significance of the amount of time that is necessary for a student of English to reread the text
74% of letters. However, it is quite possible that if the time is too short, the student will slow down and
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the speedreading software will not be able to help her. From the point of view of the English grammar
and its technical vocabulary, speed reading is the fastest
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System Requirements For Magic Speedreading:

OS: Windows 10 (1703, 1709 or newer) CPU: 2.0 GHz Intel Core i5 or newer RAM: 8 GB HDD: 8 GB
GPU: DirectX 11 Compatible GPU Monitor: 1920x1080 or larger Internet: Broadband connection
Controller: Wired Xbox 360 Controller Keyboard: Wired keyboard or Xbox 360 keyboard 1919 will
also be playable in Windows Mixed Reality (if it’s installed) An in-game repair screen will be included
with the
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